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When parents learn that their child excels academically, it is not 
unusual for the topic of “skipping” a grade to arise. This is an example 
of vertical curriculum expansion, or acceleration. That is, students 
are challenged with skills at a higher grade level. Because many 
students aren’t socially advanced or mature enough to successfully 
transition to a grade that doesn’t correlate with their chronological age, 
parents and teachers need to look for other ways to challenge gifted 
students. Likewise, some students excel in one particular subject area, 
but perform on grade level in others. Such students also need to be 
challenged in the area in which they are advanced. 
 
One of the obvious drawbacks to providing a student with vertical 
expansion within his current grade level is that he will most likely be 
exposed to the same skills when he advances to higher grades. Many 
students become bored and frustrated when this happens and lose 
interest in school. One common scenario of vertical expansion or 
acceleration is the child who comes to kindergarten and already knows 
how to read. If the classroom teacher simply gives the child first or 
second grade reading materials, chances are he is going to see those 
materials again the following year. In some instances, it is beneficial to 
offer the student texts at a higher reading level. To avoid repeating 
those texts in the next grade, next year’s teacher can also offer higher 
texts. As an alternative to providing the student with advanced texts 
(vertical expansion), the teacher can challenge the student with higher-
level thinking skills that are based on the grade-level standard or 
objective. He will still be reading a kindergarten-level book, but instead 
of challenging his reading comprehension at the most basic level, the 
teacher offers skills at a higher level that require the student to use 
critical thinking skills.  
 
Critical thinking involves logical thinking and reasoning, including skills 
such as comparison, classification, sequencing, cause/effect, analogies, 
deductive and inductive reasoning, planning, hypothesizing, and 
critiquing or analyzing. A lower-level objective might be, “Identify the 
main characters in the story.” Examples of higher-level objectives are, 
“Compare two of the main characters from the story. Which is more 
important to the story’s ending or outcome? Explain.” These still involve 
the grade-level reading source but challenge the student to use critical 
thinking skills to answer the question. This is an example of horizontal 
curriculum expansion, commonly known as enrichment. Close-
ended questions require only a yes or no answer, while open-ended 
questions encourage students to “dig deeper.”  
 
Not only do students performing at advanced levels benefit from 
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horizontal expansion (enrichment), but many studies have shown that 
students who are performing at grade level benefit too. So whether 
your child is meeting or exceeding grade level expectations, why not 
challenge him with some skills that require higher-level (critical) 
thinking skills? 
 
Before you begin, it will be helpful for you to know about Benjamin 
Bloom, a well-respected educator and researcher, and his well-known 
and respected Taxonomy. In 1956, Bloom developed a classification of 
levels of intellectual behavior in learning called Bloom’s Taxonomy. 
This taxonomy contained three overlapping domains: the cognitive 
(knowing), psychomotor (involving both motor and psychological 
components), and affective (emotions/feelings). It is a model of 
critical thinking that progresses from the most basic level to the most 
complex. Within the cognitive domain, he identified the following six 
levels: 

Knowledge •
Comprehension •
Application •
Analysis •
Synthesis •
Evaluation•

These domains and levels are still useful today, not only in the 
classroom, but also at home as you encourage your child to develop 
critical thinking skills. The levels begin with the lowest level, knowledge, 
which requires the least amount of critical thinking, and progress to the 
highest level, evaluation, which requires the highest level of critical 
thinking. When a student is first introduced to a learning skill or 
objective, the teacher often begins with the lower levels of the 
Taxonomy. As a student gains experience and shows mastery of a skill, 
it is common for the teacher to challenge the student with skills or 
objectives that require higher-level thinking skills. Look at the following 
list of verbs that accompany the different levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy. 
We can take one skill or objective and create an activity for each 
Bloom’s Level. For example, let’s look at activities for the skill, “Identify 
facts in reading text.” (The verb in each skill is underlined.)

Knowledge: Identify facts in a reading selection. •
Comprehension: Explain the difference between fact and opinion. •
Application: Select an editorial or letter to the editor from the 
newspaper or a magazine. Analyze the article, and highlight only 
the factual content. 

•

Analysis: Compare and contrast the piece above with an article 
from the same newspaper or magazine. Ask the student the 
following questions:

•
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How does a fact differ from an opinion? ◦
Why do people write using facts?◦
Why do people write using opinions? ◦
Which do you think has a greater effect on the reader?◦
Do you see any similarities between fact and opinion writing?◦
How about differences?◦

Synthesis: Create a paragraph about your favorite animal that 
contains only facts. Then compose a paragraph about the same 
topic that contains only opinions. 

•

Evaluation: Evaluate both paragraphs above, and answer the 
following questions:

•

Which paragraph was more enjoyable to read? ◦
Which paragraph did you find more useful? ◦
Is there ever a reason to combine facts and opinions in a 
piece of writing? 

◦

What is the disadvantage of only including facts in your 
writing? What is the advantage?

◦

One of the biggest advantages of using different levels of Bloom’s 
Taxonomy is that it offers you the opportunity to challenge your child if 
he has already mastered the lower-level skills. All you have to do is 
begin with a skill from our database, and look at the verbs listed under 
each Bloom’s Level. Then you can customize the skill to meet your 
child’s needs! 
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There are many books related to enrichment and horizontal expansion 
available at the public library or a bookstore. You can do a subject 
search at the library or in online bookstores, using “Bloom’s taxonomy” 
or “Bloom’s activities.” Below you will find some books related to the 
topic.
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Ideas In Bloom: Taxonomy-based Activities for U.S. Studies: 
grades 7-9 by Phyllis P. Bray and Jeanne M. Rogers

•

Literature in Bloom: A Whole Language Approach to Literature 
Enhanced by Blooms Taxonomy by Molly Lyle and Pamela 
Treadwell

•

Blooming Math: Fun Activities for Beginning Math Based on 
Benjamin Bloom’s Taxonomy (Linguisystems’ Blooming Learning 
Series) by Carla McGreevey and Roberta M. Kelinson 

•

Blooming Discoveries: Fun Language Activities to Explore Everyday 
Wonders Based on Bloom’s Taxonomy by Susan J. Olsav 
Lautenschlaeger

•

There are also numerous sites that you can visit on the web to learn 
more about enrichment and/or Bloom’s Taxonomy. Google “Bloom’s 
Taxonomy activities” or “gifted activities.” We’ve listed a few worthwhile 
Web sites below.

http://www.teachersfirst.com/sped/gt/gt-strats.html•
http://www.officeport.com/edu/blooms.htm•
http://www.coun.uvic.ca/learn/program/hndouts/bloom.html•
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